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About This Game

Freedom Planet is a combat-based platform adventure that pits a spunky dragon girl and her friends against an alien attack
force. There's trouble around every turn, from insects to giant robots to sheer explosive destruction, but you'll have a variety of

special fighting abilities to blast your way through each stage.

As Lilac, you can use Dragon powers to whip enemies with your hair, spin like a cyclone, or fly through the air at high speed
like a comet.

As Carol, you can bust through foes with a flurry of punches and kicks or summon motorcycles that let you ride up walls and
ceilings.

Do you have what it takes save Avalice? Try the demo and see for yourself!

Dash across the celestial world of Avalice with boosts, bikes and other high-speed gimmicks to achieve the fastest time

Explore at your own pace to find hidden paths and treasures and collect as many crystals as possible

Help Lilac and friends save their world from war in an engaging Adventure mode with fully voiced cutscenes

Zoom through the stages without interruption or dialog with Classic mode
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Battle tons of quirky boss enemies including giant robots, towering alien creatures and aggressive rivals

Discover five elemental shields that reflect specific attacks and provide cool benefits

Unlock special bonuses, including mini-games, achievements, artwork and music
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When you make a Sonic game that's better than Sonic games have been for the last 15 years, you have Freedom Planet..
Honestly I don't know where to start. The only thing I have to say is that THIS is the kind of Sonic game I like.

The thing is it began as fan sonic game. It got changed to be its own game after all, but the thing is \u2013 it's still kind of Sonic
game. All the characters are kind of the same idea-wise. Overall gameplay is pretty much the same. Yes, there is some kind of
plot, but it's not really exciting, it just exists. Yes, there's great original soundtrack, but it's nothing really that stands out for me.
But Freedom Planet managed to change all elements in a way it should be.

The thing is classic Sonic games aren't actually that good. It's not something to be ashamed of: just time passed and showed
some flaws in the game. Original StH games have somewhat an identity crisis, they tend to stop player when they shouldn't, the
rings HP system isn't really good. Freedom Planet gets everything that made people love old Sonic games \u2013 speed,
multiple ways to complete a level, challenge and all that with great platforming levels \u2013 but also got rid of old flaws. FP
doesn't stop player without being necessary and it doesn't feel out of place, separate "score" pickups, energy and HP didn't make
everything harder to understand, but led to somewhat consistency.

In the end it feels kind of weird to say, but Freedom Planet is somehow the best Sonic game, but it's not either game about Sonic
or game from Sonic Team. And it's still quite challenging, interesting to play and I didn't lose interest while replaying it again
and again.
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